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Sepura Launches RadioAudit App to Support Radio Fleet Audit Process
Cambridge, 25th May 2021
Sepura has added to its suite of intelligent applications by introducing RadioAudit,
a simple, effective tool to improve the radio auditing process.
Regular auditing of TETRA radios to verify both the device owner and the radio’s
security status is a necessary part of keeping communications secure. RadioAudit
is a data application that simplifies and automates the auditing process, reducing
manual handling of radios and delivering accurate reports.

Image: Sepura TETRA radios are currently used by the majority of UK police forces and public
safety organisations worldwide.

Fleet administrators will benefit from a quicker audit process as the confirmation is
carried out remotely by users, while automatically generated reports ensure
compliance with security and other regulatory requirements.
RadioAudit is scaleable to the size of radio fleet and works across both new and
legacy Sepura radios. Because the process is completed remotely by radio users,
there is less requirement to physically attend meetings, enabling greater efficiency
and less risk from unnecessary handling of radios.
The app incorporates built-in reminders, the ability to pre-set schedules for regular
audit checks and easy to use forms on the radios for data entry by each radio
owner, ensuring a high response rate. Built-in analytic tools enable administrators
to view and query the collected audit data, with the option to export to Excel when
required.

Image: Radio Audit can be deployed on Sepura’s market-leading SC Series radios, as well as older
versions of their TETRA radios.

Gary Maughan, Regional Sales Director for Northern Europe for Sepura said:
“RadioAudit is another example of Sepura working with user organisations to offer
intelligent solutions to everyday problems. RadioAudit removes a huge
administrative burden on fleet administrators, ensuring they can concentrate on
supporting radios users in their operations rather than be absorbed in lengthy audit
administrations.”
RadioAudit is available as a licensed option on radios across Sepura’s portfolio of
mobile and hand-held radios. For more information, contact your Sepura account
manager or partner.
For more Sepura press releases, please visit our news page here.
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